Eye for detail
is a sign of
victory

Profiliner trucks

Introduction
From basic transport to luxury multiple horse trucks: at

We have been specialists in building luxury horse trucks

Roelofsen Horse Trucks we develop tailor-made transport

for 30 years, completely geared towards the needs of our

solutions. Custom-made for you, for all branches of eques-

customers. What started as a one-man-shop, grew to a

trian sports. You can design your truck entirely according to

business with 65 members of staff and an international

your own taste. Your wish is our command. Whether it’s with

customer database. Craftsmanship, precision and passion:

regard to the design of the horse cabin or the colour of the

we are proud of our products. We build all of our horse

curtains in the living space. Quality, reliability, service and

trucks in Raalte. Quality assurance is the priority.

an eye for detail are central in the design of our trucks.

We’ll gladly help you on your way!
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Smart of Xtreme:
a truck to suit anyone
We offer seven different truck models: the Profiliner RR1,

insulated walls, beautiful lining and a beautifully executed

through to the RR7. All models are manufactured using

ceiling.

All our trucks are manufactured according
to the trusted Roelofsen standards with high
level finishing and detailing.

quality materials. The trucks have the same base. The
distinction is in the size of the horse cabin and the

At Roelofsen Horse Trucks, we have access to the most

design and size of

the living. The luxury livings in

extensive collection of materials, colours, equipment and

our trucks are more than complete, designed and

designs. This enables you to design and construct your truck

furnished, with atmosphere. Picture luxury parquet floor,

to your taste.
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RR1 Smart Line

This RR1 Smart Line is

Features

This truck is especially suited to national

Transport companies and stalls that regularly tour

-

9 till 12 horses

-

Extra loading space*

competitions and comparable activities. Aside

competitions with multiple horses will definitely

-

Compact tack room or living

-

Double side ramp optional

from that, the RR1 is particularly suitable for trans-

benefit from this model.

port companies. The truck is equipped with a very
large horse cabin and the possibility for a tack room.
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area possible
-

Cabin and horse area are

particularly suitable for
national competitions our
transport companies.

separated

*Due to extra loading space, no living is included.
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The RR2 is true customisation truck for
3 till 9 horses with a compact living.

RR2 Comfort Line

Features

This model has a large horse cabin, and a compact

also be replaced with a high cupboard. The RR2 is

-

3 till 9 horses

living. This living can be equipped with different

true customisation in which a variety of designs are

-

Compact living with kitchen unit

kitchen equipment (fridge, microwave, cooker, etc.)

possible.

-

Possibility for a shower cabin in

and a shower cabin is included. The shower can
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-

Cabin and horse area are
separated

-

Two couches, face to face with

the living

a table in the middle. These

You can keep an eye on the horses through cameras installed in the horse

The panels can be fitted with special stallion

Water tanks with a capacity of

seatings can be changed into

area and reverse parking is made easier with the reverse cameras in place.

partitions.

100 litres

a sleeping bed.
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Comfort is the starting point
from which we strive for

RR3 Sport Line

maximum performance of

Features

the rider and the horse.

Are you a professional athlete or ambitious amateur

kitchen area. In short: the Sport Line is equipped

-

Up to 8 horses

continuously on the road with horses? Then the RR3

with all conveniences. The RR3 also allows direct

-

Comfortabele living

accommodation above the

is right truck for you. This model is equipped with

access from the cabin to the living and the horse area.

-

Bathroom in the living area, with

cab for two people.

sleeping areas, a shower, a toilet and a complete

shower and toilet
-

Clean water tank with capacity of

-

Foldaway or electric sleeping

- 	Waste water tank with capacity of
250 litres

A hinge at the centre of the partition makes it easily foldable which
facilitates loading and unloading the horse via the side tailgates.

300 litres
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More spacious than the
RR3 with more comfort.

Ideal for international tours, tacktrunk with lift system.

RR4 Performance Line

Features

The RR4 has a larger setup than the RR3 and is

for a pop-up with this model, which enlarges the

-

Up to 7 horses

equipped with more comforts. The bathroom is

sleeping area above the bathroom. This makes the

-

Bathroom (accessible via the hall)

bigger and accessible from the hall. A sleeping area

RR4 highly suited to riders who tour internationally as

has been created above the bathroom. You can opt

well as nationwide.

with sink, shower and toilet
-

for two people.
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Option for pop-up for sleeping
area above the bathroom

-

Foldaway or electric sleeping
accommodation above the cab

Sleeping area above the
bathroom

-

Corner couche with 2 rotating
cabin chairs

-

-

Clean water tank with capacity of
400 litres

-

Waste water tank with capacity of
290 litres
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The RR5 standard
features are exclusive.

The ramp comes with a rubber cover and integrated
horizontal slats. The side panels provide for extra
safety when loading or unloading the horses.

RR5 Exclusive Line

Features

The RR5 is the ideal transport for you and

of this model is aimed at making your stay as

-

Up to 7 horses

your horses, to and from international events. The

enjoyable as possible. The standard features

-

Pop-out for more living space

living in this model has a pop-out, which gives you

include a TV, automatic satellite dish and a home

-

Seating in the pop-out

more space and comfort. The exclusive design

cinema set.

-

Electric bed above the cabin for
two people

-

Sleeping area above the bath-

-

Option for pop-up for sleeping
area above the bathroom

-

Clean water tank with capacity of
430 litres

-

Waste water tank with capacity of
290 litres

room
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Safe and comfortable
transport for you and

RR6 Top Class Line

your stars.
Features

One word best describes this model: Top class! The

It makes your stay even more enjoyable. The slide-

-

Up to 6 horses

RR6 has, as with the RR5, a pop-out. However in the

out is equipped with a so-called U-couche, which

-

Pop-out for more living space

RR6 it’s larger which makes it even more spacious.

includes more seats and a cosy sitting corner.

-

More spacious living then the RR5

-

Electric bed above the cabin for
two people
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Sleeping area above the bathroom

-

Option for pop-up for sleeping
area above the bathroom

-

Clean water tank with capacity of
430 litres

-

Waste water tank with capacity of
290 litres
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Manufactured
using the highest
quality materials
and equipment.

Due to the extended drawbar, it’s possible to load horses via the tailgate without having to disconnect the trailer.

RR7 Xtreme Line

Features

The RR7 is the most luxurious model. The living

The bathroom in the entry can be made bigger.

-

Up to 5 horses

has a pop-out on both sides. It makes for a very

Therefore, the living has three different rooms.

-

Double pop-out for more living

spacious area, with a fully equipped living area.

space
-

Extra-large bathroom

-

Pop-up for the sleeping area
above the bathroom
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-

Sleeping area above the bathroom

-

Electric bed above the cabin for
two people

-

Clean water tank with capacity of
430 litres

-

Waste water tank with capacity of
290 litres
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RR1 Smart Line

RR2 Comfort Line*

RR5 Exclusive Line

RR6 Top class Line
38 cm

620 cm
820 cm

234 cm

400 cm

90 cm

173 cm

183 cm

350 cm

RR3 Sport Line

RR4 Performance Line

539 cm

432 cm

RR7 Xtreme Line*

Horse area standard features include:

60 cm

- Durable rubber floor with a soft underlay
- Walls are finished with rubber
- Partitions made of stainless steel and aluminium with a transparent PVC mat underneath
- The partitions are easy to adjust, every 10cm on the front and back
- Stainless steel blanket rack with a round butt bar
- Sliding windows at the front and rear of the horses with bars

99 cm
260 cm

695 cm

350 cm

620 cm

430 cm

- Electric fans for air extraction
- LED lighting in the horse section and day & night lighting

335 cm
530 cm

- Safe, rubber-coated entry ramp with integrated horizontal slats
Sufficient grip in all types of weather
- Side panels for extra safety during (un)loading
- Restraining bar with a rubber flap on the tail and/or side ramp
- Stairs with anti-slip rubber that can be folded away
- Outer door for access to the living area and horse area

Model design plans
If you want, we can personalise the trucks using a

aside from the standard features, can be viewed in the

variety of extra options. The options that are available

options list.
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- Caskets under loading floor for extra storage space
- Water tanks with standard water pump pressure switch and a self-retracting horse reel
with spray-gun
*These models are custom-made. The design shown is an example, but various
designs are possible.
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Rolf Göran Bengtsson

Ijsbrand Chardon

Patrick Kittel

Edward Gal

Denise Nekeman

Simon Delestre

Jeroen Dubbeldam

Roelofsen Riders
Since Roelofsen Horse Trucks was founded in 1987, it’s

competition. Among our customers are jump, dressage and

Experience the comfort, class and service. The best riders in

built a solid market position and reputation in the world of

event riders, and equestrian athletes in the carriage and

the world – such as Olympic, World and European champion

equestrian sports. Therefore, internationally renowned riders

western disciplines also choose our trucks. Additionally,

rider, Jeroen Dubbeldam, GCT winners Edwina Tops-

choose for the quality and luxury of a Roelofsen Horse Truck.

we supply to transport companies, stud farms and recreational

Alexander and Rolf Göran Bengtsson, and many more

Carefree and comfortable travel is the perfect start to a

riders.

Roelofsen Riders.
Joris vanSpringel
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Cain O’Connor

Maikel van der Vleuten
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Contact
Roelofsen Horse Trucks

T +31 (0)572 35 69 29

Aside from Horse Trucks, we at Roelofsen also make two-horse cars, trailers with/without living

Heesweg 41, 8102 NB

F +31 (0)572 35 36 18

and Tack trunks. In addition to this, we make non-equestrian sports transport solutions in our

Postbus 18, 8100 AA

Service nr. +31 (0)572 36 24 44

workshop. We are your chosen partners for manufacturing mobile work spaces, service trucks,

Raalte, The Netherlands

info@roelofsen.eu

motor homes for the race & rally sport and luxury campervans.

www.roelofsen.eu

